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Smart snack feeder with camera - Pawbby
Don't lose touch with your pet, even when you're not at home. The Smart Snack Feeder with Camera by Pawbby will allow you to not only
check what your pet is doing, but also give him a command or a snack remotely! The device offers two-way intercom and is equipped
with a camera that provides high-quality 1080p video. Convenient operation of the product is enabled by the Xiaomi Home app.
 
High quality image
Now you  can  check  what  your  pet  is  doing  and  how it  is  doing  at  any  time.  The  feeder  has  a  built-in  camera  that  can  provide  richly
detailed  1080p  video  at  up  to  20FPS.  What's  more,  the  130°  wide-angle  lens  guarantees  a  larger  field  of  view.  As  an  added  bonus,
infrared technology allows the device to enjoy clear images even at night.
 
Built-in intercom
Do you see your pet doing something it shouldn't, such as trying to eat cookies left on the table? Now wherever you are, you can tell him
not to do it! The feeder has a built-in speaker and microphone, which allows you to speak back to your pet at any time, call him or, for
example, talk to family members present in the house.
 
Play with your pet remotely
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Are you not at home, but want to play with your pet? Now it's possible! Just turn on the app and call your pet via the feeder. When your
pet comes closer, tap "Trick" to reward it with a snack! Play with your pet and train tricks with him - all from a distance!
 
Preserve the most precious moments
Did the feeder camera capture your pet in some adorable pose? Or maybe you managed to record something funny with its help? Don't
let such special videos be lost somewhere! The device allows you to save videos on a microSD memory card, in the cloud, as well as via
NAS. It is also possible to share the recordings with friends in real time.
 
Easy to use
No more problematic and time-consuming device setup. The Pawbby feeder is extremely easy to use. All you have to do is plug it in and
pair it via WiFi! Using it will make it much easier for you with the Xiaomi Home app. With its help, you can, for example, see the camera
preview in real time and reward your pet with a snack. You will also receive useful notifications.
 
Carefully thought-out design
There is a special knob on the top of the device, with which you can easily open the feeder and refill the snacks. The product is also very
easy to clean. Just wipe it with a damp cloth and then dry it! In addition, the wide base with a fixed cable gives the feeder more stability -
don't be afraid of it falling over!
 
Brand
Pawbby
Name
Pawbby Dog Camera & Treat Cam
Model
MG-PSM001EU
Color
White
Input
DC 5V 2A
Rated power
10W
Camera
1080p HD, 130°, infrared technology (Night Vision)
Two-way audio
Yes, built-in speaker and microphone
Wireless connectivity
IEEE Wi-Fi (802.11 b/g/n) 2.4GHz
Type of treats
Dry snacks with a diameter of 5-8mm
File storage
MicroSD card (capacity min. 16GB, max. 64GB, class 10 or better)
Dimensions
175 x 92 x 249mm
Weight
1.2kg
Cable length
2m
Application
Xiaomi Home
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Price:

Before: € 112.0038

Now: € 102.00

Smart Home, Intelligent animal devices
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